Thanks to our Donors
Platinum
Covert Beach * Joseph Condo * Jaki Demarest
Doug Humphrey * Ed Starr

Gold
Joshua Engel * Flying Feet Enterprises
Ginny and Bill Jones * J. Calvin Smith * Rachel Zirkin

Silver
Wayne DeCesar * Walter Dombroski * Aaron & Irene Engel
Liana Olear & Samuel Kopel * Moira Parham * Barbara Schick

Bronze
Joe & Mary Pat Hall * Liz McDaniel * Michelle Trout

Join West Arundel Creative Arts for puppet-making and an
abridged, sloth-embracing version of Romeo and Juliet!
Recommended for families age 5 & up

Coming up next:

at West Arundel Creative Arts

The Merchant of Venice
Directed by Claudia Bach
Auditions – February 5th and 6th, Greenbelt, MD
Performances – June 2018, Greenbelt Arts Center
See rudemechanicals.com for details

www.rudemechanicals.com | www.wacarts.com

The Cast (In Order of Appearance)
Buckingham ..........................................Christine Evangelista
Norfolk...................................................Alan Duda
Cardinal Wolsey ....................................John Clarkewallis
Lovell .....................................................Patrick Stump
King Henry VIII ....................................Peter Eichman
Queen Katharine...................................Erin MacDonald
Chamberlain..........................................Allison McAlister
Suffolk ...................................................Joshua Engel
Anne Bullen...........................................Claudia Bach
First Gentleman ....................................Laurel Miller-Sims
Second Gentleman ................................Moira Parham
Cardinal Campeus ................................Christine Evangelista
Lady .......................................................Rachel Zirkin Duda
Griffith...................................................Moira Parham
Third Gentleman...................................Rachel Zirkin Duda
Cranmer ................................................Laurel Miller-Sims

The Crew (In No Order Whatsoever)
Director..................................................Liana Olear
Assistant Director .................................Claudia Bach
Secret Ninja Co-AD ...............................Sarah Pfanz
Stage Manager ......................................Lynda Clarkewallis
Producer ................................................Joshua Engel
Lighting Design.....................................Jeff Poretsky
Set & Props ...........................................Erin Nealer
Costumes ...............................................Jamie O’Marr
Graphics Design ....................................Claudia Bach
Something .............................................Samuel Kopel

Show run time is approximately 2 hours. There will be one 15minute intermission.

design and prop procurement. By the time you're reading this,
she'll be doing several somethings for the next Rudes show,
The Merchant of Venice. Come join us for auditions the week
of February 5, and check our Facebook page for more info!
Liana Olear (Director) had been introduced to the Rudes
through her friends in vintage dance community, and is
therefore thrilled to make her hobbies collide. (Who knew so
many tangos are named things like “Anxiety” and “Fear” and
“Death”?) Many thanks to Sam for enabling the weirdness, the
cast for rolling with the unpredictable, the crew for working
miracles, and Claudia for steadfast support. And Lynda: one
can never thank one’s Stage Manager enough.
Jamie O'Marr (Costumes) makes things.
Moira Parham (Griffith, Second Gentleman) has previously
appeared in several Rudes productions, including All's Well
that Ends Well, Julius Caesar, Pericles, Twelfth Night,
Lysistrata, and The Trojan Women. Playing a Gentleman in
Henry VIII reminds her a little of playing a sailor in Pericles,
only with 100% less fake mustaches and rope tricks, and a lot
more storytelling and eyebrow raising. Come to think of it,
they're not that similar at all. Except for the lots of fun to play
part.
Jeff Poretsky (Lighting Design) Jeff returns to the tech world
after getting M.R. (drama queen) and D.R. (rules parser
extraordinaire) through to sentient human stage. He has
forgotten how many Rudes productions he has worked on. Jeff
also works in meatball theater with Techno Fandom,
professional video with Dr. Gandalf, and has spent some
number years in commercial theater.
Patrick Stump (Lovell) is thrilled to be in his third Rude
Mechanicals production. He was previously seen on stage in
She Speaks! at the Greenbelt Arts Center, and Antigone
Reflected during the 2016 Capital Fringe Festival. When not
on stage, Patrick works in television as an assistant editor on
Dr. Oakley Yukon Vet. Patrick would like to thank the
awesome cast and crew, and his wonderful wife Leanne.

selection of his previous roles have included King Lear/Lord
Capulet (She Speaks), Thomas of Norfolk (Richard II), Lady
Falcounbridge/Duke of Austria (King John), and Antipholus of
Ephesus (Comedy of Errors). By day, he works as a software
developer for the University of Maryland Libraries.
Joshua Engel (Suffolk) and Alan Duda (Norfolk) seek Eafolk
and Weffolk.
Christine Evangelista (Buckingham, Cardinal Campeus) is
thrilled to be joining the Rude Mechanicals once more. She
would like to thank her cat, Stormy, for waiting patiently for
her to return home from late night rehearsals.
Allison McAlister (Chamberlain) is excited and honored to be
on stage with the Rudes for the third time. Favorite roles from
the past have included Henry in Henry V, Maggie Pollitt in
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Woman in Safari Outfit (who was
pretty sure she was Osa Johnson) in Chamber Music, and
Dawn, the stutterer, in All in the Timing, among others. She
is beyond grateful for the opportunity to come out and play in
the Shakespeare sandbox again!
Erin MacDonald (Queen Katharine) This is Erin’s 20th Rudes
production. She has acted, worked tech and done Fight
Choreography. Erin is normally a freelance Fight
Choreographer working at local theaters and with theater
educational programs. She is thrilled to be part of this
production since Tudor history is one of her favorite parts of
history. She would like to thank Liana for this amazing
opportunity to play this amazing and powerful woman. You
can find Erin next as Vera in She Kills Monsters at Howard
Community College.
Laurel MillerMiller-Sims (First Gentleman, Cranmer) is pleased to
have been ensnared in her first production with The Rude
Mechanicals and grateful to her fellow cast and crew for the
warm welcome.
Erin Nealer (Set
(Set & Props Design)
Design) is thrilled to be "inevitably
doing something" for her third Rude Mechanicals show in a
row. This time, "something" includes a combination of set

Director’s Notes
“They dance”. The authors give us little opportunity to witness
the relationship that precipitated the English Reformation
beyond one concise stage direction. To a dance history enthusiast,
the two short words are full of possibilities: after all, dance has
evolved through the centuries hand in hand with society and
culture and fashion around it, always youthful and sensual and
scandalous for its time.
Thus, this production is set in early 1910s - another world, in
which Reformation is only just about to happen, and World War I
is not on the horizon. Instead, England has concluded costly
negotiations to end an expensive war in France, culminating in
an extravagant pageant in celebration. But just as in our world,
Europe is invaded by tango - perhaps sedate by our jaded
standards, a century ago so shocking as to warrant a papal ban.
It is usual for The Rude Mechanicals to cast its shows without
regard to the actors’ genders, and Henry VIII is no exception. The
original language has been left intact at all times, with no effort
to match gender presentation or wardrobe to the Sirs and My
Lords. Except perhaps to the characters immediately concerned
with their reproduction, gender is simply not the focus.
Instead, what drew me to this play were the private, personal
connections and rivalries played out in a public arena. Henry
VIII is the only History play with no battles and duels; its conflict
unfolds in the realm of politics, stemming from individual
ambition and rivalry. Cardinal Wolsey makes the first move by
incriminating his enemy, the Duke of Buckingham, in treason,
which provokes the nobles (led by Buckingham’s friend Norfolk)
to plot against him. Queen Katharine threatens Wolsey’s fiscal
machinations; he retaliates by playing on mercurial Henry’s
insecurities to urge divorce, not realizing that his maneuvering
paves the way for an even less favorable royal consort, the
Protestant Anne.
The play originally ran under the name “All Is True” - a title
intended to advertise its adherence to historic accuracy
(regardless of being quite liberal with its timelines). While I
discarded the claims of veracity along with the overdetailed stage
directions and elaborate processionals, what’s left is the
emotional truth of the very human characters whose aspirations,
fears and foibles transform the world.

Synopsis
Buckingham and Norfolk discuss Cardinal Wolsey’s usurping
authority and extravagant spendings in the French war. Wolsey
interrupts; Buckingham is arrested. King Henry thanks Wolsey
for stopping the traitor.
Queen Katharine, backed by nobles, informs Henry of Wolsey’s
excessive taxes. Henry, displeased, stops collections.
Nobles gather at a ball hosted by Wolsey. Henry arrives with
great commotion, and is introduced to and instantly infatuated
with Anne Bullen, one of Katharine’s ladies-in-waiting.
Gentlemen meet in the streets to discuss Buckingham’s trial and
to witness his final words. They quickly move on to royal gossip.
Nobles are concerned. Katharine had originally been betrothed
to Henry’s older brother, who passed away before consummating
the marriage, and Henry’s union had been deemed lawful at the
time; now, Wolsey has persuaded Henry that it was not. Henry
refuses his friends’ company and welcomes Cardinal Campeus,
sent by the Pope to adjudicate.
Anne pities Katharine’s fall from power, and would not wish to
be in her place. Chamberlain delivers news: Henry granted Anne
a title and a large income. Despite her friend’s excitement, Anne
fears her future.
The royal court meets to decide Katharine’s fate. Katharine
protests. She accuses Wolsey of initiating the proceedings, refuses
his judgement, and departs. Wolsey prompts Henry to deny his
undue influence. Henry obliges, attributing his doubts to failure to
produce a male heir.
Cardinals visit Katharine to secure her compliance, threatening
further royal disfavor. She mistrusts them, but has little choice.
Intermission.
Intermission Rome withdraws support of the divorce, fearing
incumbent Protestant queen, but Anne’s ally Cranmer
instruments annulment and a secret marriage.
Norfolk ensures Henry is aware of Wolsey’s double-dealings, and
nobles gleefully deliver the charges. Wolsey eventually accepts his
fate.
Gentlemen in the street discuss Anne’s coronation.
Anne is in labor. Henry is anxious until word comes of a healthy
baby boy girl.
The nobles fret about “heretic” Protestant influence. Henry has
learned of their plans, and gives Cranmer his support.
Ailing Katharine is told of Wolsey’s death. She does not expect
to outlive him long, and makes arrangements for those in her care.

Cast Bios (In Alphabetical Order)
Claudia Bach (Assistant Director, Anne Bullen) really wanted
to put an Anne Boleyn pun here, but she just doesn't have the
head for it. She will be directing the Rude Mechanicals' The
Merchant of Venice going up in June 2018. Thanks to Liana
for teaching the ways of directing, the fiancee for the excessive
emotional support, and her friends who made her take those
tango classes that one time.
John Clarkewallis (Cardinal Wolsey) is honored to be cast in
the role of Cardinal Wolsey and to be given the opportunity to
grow as an actor. Working with the Rude Mechanicals is
always a delightm and this is John's seventh production with
them. Let Wolsey fear this; for it shall come to pass that every
braggart shall be found an ass.
Lynda Clarkewallis (Stage Manager) is proud to once again
join the Rude Mechanicals, this time as a Stage Manager!
Many thanks to everyone involved in the show for making this
an amazing first experience!
Alan Duda (Norfolk) has performed over Josh (Antony &
Cleopatra), under Josh (Dangerous Liaisons), opposite Josh
(Coriolanus), and perpendicular to Josh (Lysistrata). This will
be the first time he is performing alongside Josh.
Rachel Zirkin Duda (Third Gentleman, Lady) After a long
hiatus, Rachel is thrilled to be back onstage. Her most recent
Rudes appearance was in The Vagina Monologues (My Vagina
Was My Village), a powerful experience she won't soon forget.
Other favorite roles include Mona in Come Back to the Five
and Dime, Jimmy Dean, Jimmy Dean, and Mrs. Robinson in
The Graduate, both at the Greenbelt Arts Center. She would
like to thank Alan Duda for thinking of her, and Liana for
giving her the opportunity to get back on stage with The
Rudes. Love always to my soulmate, Mike. Thank you all!
Peter Eichman (King Henry) Though Peter is a veteran
performer with the Rude Mechanicals, Henry VIII marks his
first time dancing a tango, let alone dancing one on stage! A

